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SAY "HELLO"
TO YOUR NEW
POWERSPORTS
WEBSITE!
 

Everything Digital Should Be. 
Fox Dealer is a personalized marketing company where powerful digital technology meets white glove customer service.
Fox specializes in custom responsive websites, stunning creative design, and cutting-edge digital marketing. As a Google
Premier Partner and the go-to provider for many high-performance dealerships, the Fox name is quickly becoming
synonymous with excellence. Combining impressive results with 24/7 personal customer support, Fox is there when you
need us. 

Websites
PPC
SEO
Graphic Design
Content Creation
Display
Mystery Shops

FULL LIST OF FOX SERVICES

Retargeting
Device Attribution
Mobile Fencing
Geo-Targeting
Drone Footage
Social Media
Event Management Average Response time 

< 15 minutes

Only PowerSports Website Company
Offering 24/7 Dealer Support 

90% of tickets are resolved
in < 59 minutes
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Call Tracking
Reporting Dashboard
Retailer Support
CMS Access
Free-Text Search
Incentives Management
Google Analytics Creation & Management
AdWords Integration
Payment Calculator
Google Translate
Advanced Pricing Tools
1 Custom Banner Per Month – Creative Services
Language Translation Tools
Dynamic Call Tracking 
SEO Migration Set Up
Enhanced Reporting Dashboard
Premium Dealer Support
2 Custom Monthly Banners - Creative Services
Landing Page Development
Unlimited Inventory Exports
Behavioral / Offer (Pop-up)
24/7 White Glove Customer Service
Choice of Multiple SRP Designs
Choice of Multiple VDP Designs
Website Optimization / Analytic
Design (+) 5 Unique Website Banners per Month)
One Email Campaign Per Month
SEO (+) Advanced ongoing link building & organic search management.

PLATINIUM
$899

DIAMOND
$1399

PACKAGES & PRICING GOLD
$499

HARLEY-DAVIDSON CERTIFIED PROGRAM

Website Add-On - Advanced SEO (+)
Website Add-On - Design (+)
Website Add-On - Advanced SEO (+) and Design (+)

$599
$599
$999
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CUSTOMIZED WEBSITES
Our bespoke dealer websites deliver the most effortless and relevant user experience, plus a
distinctive and completely customizable look and feel that adheres to your brand’s desires and your
store’s unique personality. Our developers focus on the pages that convert (VDPs, SRPs, and
Homepage). Trusted attribution reporting proves we deliver unrivaled conversion rates and more
traffic to your site through an increase in completed and trackable actions.

FANATICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE
We know that stellar customer service is the key difference between being a vendor and being a
partner. Our team’s mission is to provide you with the best in class service that you deserve. With our
platinum package you get a dedicated support team available 24/7 to assist with any need relating to
sales, customer support, or campaign management. From our curated launch of your services to
ongoing training, we’ve got you covered. 

RESPONSIVE MOBILE DESIGN
We take a mobile-first approach with all of our sites, with fully responsive designs that maximize the
use of space, highlighting your dealership’s inventory and maximizing conversions.

CREATIVE DESIGN
Fox Dealer offers Design (+) to further strengthen your websites WOW factor. Our team of in-house
designers will work with you to build a site that reflects your brand while still working within the
structure that we know will convert the best. With Design (+) you keep all your graphics under one roof
and customers coming through your doors.
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OPTIMAL SRP
Imagine a virtual salesperson instantly showing shoppers the most relevant and appealing bikes
whenever they want and however they want, encouraging shoppers to look around your site, be on it
longer, and improving conversions significantly. More conversions, more leads, more sales.

i-VDP
Clicking on the SRP shows a “Quick View” of the bike - MUCH faster than loading a VDP. Visitors can
find what they want extremely quickly along with seeing Package Highlights. With near instant load
times, visitors can see the most motorcycles possible per page. The more bikes a visitor sees, the
more likely they will submit a lead.

DATA STUDIO REPORTING
We don’t hide behind vanity metrics. We go beyond the standard KPIs to show you which actions
ultimately converted. Our analytics and reporting are set up with 100% transparency and your
involvement. 

PREMIUM SEO
Rank higher in organic search with our unique, relevancy-infused content paired with ongoing link
building. Fox websites live and breathe at the top of search pages. Our custom dealer sites and
services are tailored to magnetically pull your listings to the top of organic search results.


